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No: 372/09

DISCIPLINARY MATTERS 
The ASX Disciplinary Tribunal has determined the following: 
CMC Markets Stockbroking Limited (‘CMC’) inadvertently entered an Order into a 
Trading Platform to sell a quantity of ordinary fully paid shares in QBE Insurance Group 
Limited (‘QBE’), giving rise to subsequent Market Transactions and cancellations, 
which resulted in a market for QBE that was not both fair and orderly, in contravention 
of ASX Market Rule 14.1.1.  
CMC did not contest the contravention. 
For this contravention the Tribunal imposed a fine of $30,000 (plus GST). 
 
The circumstances of this matter are detailed as follows: 
On 9 March 2009 a CMC Designated Trading Representative (‘DTR’), in training new 
dealers on how to enter and approve orders, entered a large sell order for QBE at a 
price considerably below its market value. The DTR had entered the sell order in error 
as he wrongly believed he was trading in the training stock and not QBE. 
The DTR entered and approved an Ask for 20,000,000 at $10.00 via Weblress in what 
the DTR thought was the ZZA practice stock. In fact the DTR had inadvertently entered 
and approved an Ask for 20,000,000 QBE at $10.00 (‘Erroneous Ask’). 
Immediately prior to the Erroneous Ask being entered by CMC, the market for QBE 
was $15.69 / $15.70 / $15.70 (Bid/Ask/Last). Of the Erroneous Ask, 1,231,657 QBE 
traded in 298 Market Transactions at prices ranging from $15.69 to $10.00, resulting in 
a 36% (or 570 price steps) decrease in the value of QBE. CMC cancelled the 
remaining 18,768,343 QBE of the Erroneous Ask. 
CMC promptly advised ASX Market Control of an error in QBE and requested that the 
matter be forwarded to the Dispute Governors Committee. The Dispute Governors 
Committee decided that the Market Transactions in QBE that had traded at $15.00 and 
below would be cancelled. 158 transactions totalling 963,428 QBE were cancelled. 
In determining penalty, the Tribunal took into account a number of matters, 
including the following: 

(a) The misconduct was inadvertent, and arose out of a one-off, isolated incident; 
(b) The remedial actions taken by CMC to prevent any recurrence of the contravening 

conduct, including: 

• the disciplinary action taken against the relevant DTR; and 

• that all training of dealers in WebIress now takes place on a dedicated training 
PC in a separate environment from the live market; 

(c) The misconduct had the potential to damage the reputation and integrity of the ASX 
and the market and facilities it operates;  
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(d) The disciplinary history of CMC – CMC has not been the subject of any disciplinary proceedings before the 
Tribunal; 

(e) CMC self reported the error to ASX; 
(f) CMC fully co-operated in a timely fashion with the ASX in relation to the conduct of ASX’s 

investigation into the matter; and 
(g) CMC agreed at an early stage not to contest the contravention brought against it. 

 
Disciplinary Tribunal Sanction Guidelines 
The Tribunal determined that this contravention was classified of as a Level 2 (Serious Contravention), for which the 
applicable penalty range is $20,000 - $100,000 (plus GST). Given the aggravating and mitigating circumstances in this 
matter, the Tribunal determined that a fine of $30,000 (plus GST) was an appropriate sanction. 
The Tribunal noted that while the misconduct arose from a genuine error on the part of the CMC DTR, it was an avoidable 
error. The fact that the DTR was able to authorise the entry of an order into the live market when he was of the belief that 
he was trading in practice stock illustrates a serious deficiency in CMC’s systems. The Tribunal stated that a repeat 
incidence of this misconduct would result in a substantial penalty being imposed. 
The Tribunal is of the opinion that this sanction will act as a deterrent and appropriately serves the interests of ASX and 
Market Participants in maintaining a market that is fair, orderly and transparent. 
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